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Improve (on)

This kibbitzer is based on a sentence from a draft conference paper by a Japanese electrical engineer. His
topic at this point is the requirements for an effective Fault Current Limiter (FCL). The revision went through
two stages:

Original
Requirement (b)
can be improved
by reducing the
leakage impedance
...

Revisions
1. The performance of the FCL can be improved with respect to requirement (b) by
reducing the leakage impedance ...
2. Requirement (b) can be met by reducing the leakage impedance ...

We soon agreed that it was not the requirement which can be improved, but the FCL, or, rather the
performance of the FCL. A concordance (top 10 items only) illustrates the close collocational link between
improve and performance, and justifies revision 1:
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For the noun requirement, an appropriate verb is meet, as in the following citations, and also in revision 2:
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members' requirements. Each organisation has
statutory requirements,' says the annual rep
our requirements. We'll check it out again a
Venables's potential requirements. Kelly, wh
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his requirements for accepting the job. By d

At this point the consultant was ready to move on, but the writer of the paper hesitated. What he had been
trying to express, he said, was more that by reducing the leakage impedance the FCL could be made to
perform in a way that was better than that demanded by requirement (b). Only then did the consultant
realise that the 'target' expression here was probably the verb improve on, which, as a concordance
showed, has the meaning of 'doing better than on a previous occasion or better than a particular criterion':
exactly the meaning that the writer was trying to convey:
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the shoemaker can do little to
he recession has helped Mr Kohl
in that title, she will have to
gnition. Apple says Newton will
e expected the latest effort to
we shall land. Indeed, we often
I am sure that Canada will
postal deliveries. British Rail
Punto will boost Fiat's hope of
, then running two qualifies as

improve on the performance of the human foot. Bruce Tulloh, Ro
improve on the poor poll predictions of last spring. But the k
improve on her personal best time by nearly 20 minutes, but sh
improve on most pen-based computers in that it has three chara
improve on last year's promising start. Well, it didn't so the
improve on our timetables and get in early," a spokesman said
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improving on the 42,841 new cars it sold in Britain in 1993.(T
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That pointed towards two further revisions, both, it appeared, closer to the writer's original intention:

Original
Requirement (b)
can be improved
by reducing the
leakage impedance
...

Revisions
3. Requirement (b) can be improved on by reducing the leakage impedance ..
4. Requirement (b) can be met or improved on by reducing the leakage impedance ...

Moral: Always check that a suggested revision represents exactly what the writer wishes to say ...
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